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INTRODUCING THE NEW CUSTOMER-DESIGNED BATWING® FROM WOODS
More than 50 years ago, Woods® introduced the original flexwing rotary cutter, the
Batwing®. Today, Woods introduces the next generation of Batwing: the new 15-foot
series of flexwing cutters. The new design is based on more than 60 hours of
extensive research with the operators who mow with them and the dealers who sell
and service them. Woods created machines that are more reliable, more durable,
easier to use, easier to maintain and built to perform better. The design focuses on
giving the end users what they want and need.
"The Batwing is our flagship product. We know that generations of farmers have relied
on this tried and true Woods product," explains Anthony Welty, Product Manager.
"Our research allowed us to understand their needs. With this full line of new
Batwings, we've created a product that will raise the bar for all flexwing cutters."
The new Batwing has many features that make it the most durable in the field. Steel
tubes surround the perimeter to absorb shock, and chain shielding included within the
frame prevents damage. The machine's beefy, heavy-duty skid shoes prevent
gouging and protect the deck from damage, which increases its durability. The .60
and .70 models feature a 3-inch gearbox output shaft, and an optional deck ring, for
added toughness in extreme conditions.

All three models are built to make maintenance easier. Grease fittings are easy to
reach and a smooth, sloped deck is free of components for easy clean up. Exclusive
features include durable metal construction on all shields, hose covers that protect
from wear and damage, and greasable Quick-Change blade pins.
Woods developed a new patent-pending driveline lift assist system which comes
standard on all models. Connecting the Batwing to a tractor's PTO is quick and easy
with a locking feature and rolling mechanism. Users will see less leaks and downtime
due to new gearbox seal technology through advanced engineering and material
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specifically developed for heavy-duty jobs in harsh environments. The industry
leading six-year warranty covers not just the gearbox but also the seals.
In addition, only the Woods Batwing has rounded wings that slice through brush, and
a curved leading edge that easily moves close to trees and poles. The positioning of
welded baffles improves airflow for more even cutting and directs the cut material for
superior distribution. The optional shredding kit on the 15.60 and 15.70 adds two
blades to clear stalks and increase performance.
All three models are available from Woods' dealers now. To learn more about the
customer-designed Batwing, visit www.bestbatwingever.com. More photos as well as
product specs are available at www.bestbatwingever.com/media-kit/.
###
With a reputation for innovative, high-quality implements and attachments, Woods
brand products are sold throughout North America - as well as in Europe, Latin
America and Australia - through a dealer network of agricultural, landscape, and
construction professionals. Woods products are manufactured to American Welding
Society standards; tested in rigorous, real-life conditions; and comply with
recommended industry safety standards. Woods, a brand of Blount International's
Farm, Ranch and Agriculture Division, is headquartered in Oregon, Illinois. Visit
www.woodsequipment.com for more information.
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